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あらまし ユビキタスコンピューティングにおいて，プライバシーは大きな懸案事項である．ユビキタスコ

ンピューティングの基本は，ユーザが携帯しているコンピュータデバイスと環境に偏在するコンピュータとの

シームレスで透過的なやりとりである．これらのやりとりによりユーザは，いつでも，どこでも有用なサービ

スを享受することができる．しかし，ネットワーク接続された膨大な数のセンサがユーザの個人情報を収集で

きるとすれば，ユビキタスコンピューティングは管理社会を実現するための危険な手段となり，権力者は個人の

あらゆる行動を監視するようになるであろう．追跡不能なアクセス制御はこのような危険を回避するための重

要な鍵である．追跡不能性とは，ユーザアクセスの匿名性だけでなく，単一ユーザによる独立した複数のアク

セスの事実を不可視にする必要がある．はじめに，ユビキタスコンピューティングにおける追跡不能なアクセ

ス制御の必要条件を明確にする．従来より，匿名性と追跡不能性については暗号の観点から研究が進められて

いる (例えば，グループ署名や匿名証明)．しかし，これらは全ての必要条件を満足しているわけではない．そこ

で，全ての必要要件を満たした実用的な追跡不能アクセス制御プロトコルを提案する．本研究は，経済産業省，

新世代情報セキュリティ研究開発事業の研究として行われたものである．
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Abstract Privacy has been a central concern of the ubiquitous computing. The essential of the ubiquitous computing

exists in seamless and transparent transactions between computing devices carried by users and computers ubiquitously

existing in the environment. Through the transactions, users are provided with useful services anytime, anywhere.

However, if a huge number of networked sensors in the environment could collect users’ personal information, the

ubiquitous computing would be dangerous leverage to realize a controlled society, where authorities would be capable

of censoring every small activity of people. Unlikable access control is a critical key to avoid this danger: unlinkability

requires not only anonymity of accesses by users but also hiding of the fact that two independent access events were

performed by a single user. The first contribution of this paper is clarification of requirements for the unlinkable access

control applicable to the ubiquitous computing. Although anonymity and unlinkability have been intensively studied

in the cryptographic context (e.g.group signatures, anonymous credentials), those ever presented schemes turn out not

to support all the requirements presented here. As the second contribution, we present a sketch of a practical scheme

of unlikable access control, which support all the proposed requirements. A prototype of the scheme is planned to be

implemented and tested with support from Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan.
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1. Introduction

Ubiquitous (pervasive) computing is approaching reality fu-

eled by the recent development of infrastructures including the

Internet, short-range wireless communication (e.g. Bluetooth,

IEEE 802.11) and cellular phones. In a ubiquitous (pervasive)

computing environment, users enjoy access to various kinds of

services and resources anytime, anywhere. This also implies

that technologies for seamless, transparent and secure access

control are critical building blocks of ubiquitous computing.

However, naive implementation of access control will cer-

tainly invoke the problem of privacy invasion. Networked sen-

sors of ubiquitous computing easily collect users’ personal iden-

tifying information and their histories of access, so a malicious

entity, which could be an organization, a system administrator or

an application manufacturer, may possibly use the collected in-

formation in such ways that the users would never accept. Even-

tually, it is reported that the privacy problem has been a central

concern of people [1], [2].

With respect to privacy, Palen and Dourich described as fol-

lows in [3].

Privacy management is not about setting rules and

enforcing them; rather, it is the continual management

of boundaries between different spheres of action and

degrees of disclosure within those spheres. Boundaries

move dynamically as the context changes. (snip) The

significance of information technology in this view lies

in its ability to disrupt or destabilize the regulation of

boundaries.

Apparently, the boundary between privacy and publicity is dy-

namic, since we “disclose or publicize information about our-

selves, our opinions and our activities, as means of declaring

allegiance or even of differentiating ourselves from others” [3].

At the same time, for protecting services and resources access-

ing individuals may be required to reveal their identities. For

example, an authority may mandate that the information who

accessed confidential information is logged.

Thus, absoluteprivacy protection is far from an ideal goal.

So, what is the best balance between privacy and publicity for

ubiquitous computing? Our answer isconsensual open:

• the identity of an accessing user is revealed, if, only if,

the user is requested and consent to open her identity; by default,

her access is kept unlinkable.

• the user can deny the request at the sacrifice of the in-

tended access;

• even when the user’s identity is revealed at an occurrence

of access, the other access events remain unlinkable.

The requirement of consensual open is different from that of

traceability required for group signature, where a trusted group

authority is capable of revealing the signer of a given signature

at anytime at will.

Also, ubiquitous computing adds complexity to the setting for

access control. For example, the premise that the entity that

grants access rights and the entity that verifies them share a mu-

tual interest is not necessarily true for ubiquitous computation,

since the granting entity and the verifying entity don’t always

belong to the same domain. This implies that verification of

users’ access rights is not sufficient and authentication of the

verifying entity is also necessary. We call this requirementveri-

fier authentication.

Thus, access control for ubiquitous computing definitely has

its own proper requirements including consensual open and veri-

fier authentication. One of the chief contributions of this paper is

having identified such requirements (Section 3. 1). In addition,

in Section 4., a scheme of access control protocols supporting

the identified requirements is presented.

2. Related work on anonymity and unlinka-
bility

2. 1 Group signatures

The following features characterize group signatures.

（1） A group signature is a digital signature that a member

belonging to a group produces on behalf of the group.

（2） Although whoever has an access to a predetermined

group verification (public) key can verify the group signature,

verifying the signature never reveals the individual member who

generated it.

（3） Only a trusted group authority (TGA) has an ability to

identify the individual member who generated the group signa-

ture. TGA may perform this function in case of dispute and so

forth.

Chaum and Heijst [4] first introduced the concept of group

signatures, and various technical proposals to realize group sig-

natures have been made [4]～[7].

The requirements that a scheme of group signatures shall sup-

port are well identified.

Correctness A signature generated by a group member shall be

accepted.

Unforgeability A signature generated by anyone other than the

members of a group shall be denied.

Anonymity Anyone other than TGA shall not be able to iden-

tify the originator of a signature in verifying the signature.

Unlinkability Anyone other than TGA shall not be able to an-

swer the question whether two independent signatures were pro-

duced by a single member.

Exculpability TGA and/or any group members, even if they

collude with one another, shall not be able to forge signatures of

any other group member.

Traceability TGA shall be able to identify the originator of any

given signature.

It is also desirable that a group signature scheme supports the
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requirement that join or withdrawal of members or change of a

group signing key of a member does not require change of the

group public key. A group signature scheme that supports this

additional requirement is calleddynamic.

The first dynamic group signature scheme was the one that

Camenisch and Stadler presented [5]. Their scheme also has the

advantage that the size of a group public key and that of gener-

ated signatures are independent of the size of a group. Also,

the scheme that Ateniese, Camenisch, Joye and Tsudik pre-

sented [8] has practical efficiency in addition to all the features

stated above.

2. 2 Anonymous credentials

Camenisch et al [9] presented a practical scheme of anony-

mous credentials, which is highly sophisticated. More specifi-

cally, the scheme supports the following features.

• An authority can issue non-transferable credentials under

a pseudonym of a user.

• A verifier can verify the fact that a user retains a

credential issued by a certain authority without knowing his

pseudonym or the credential.

• An authority can verify that a user, who is known to the

authority by a certain pseudonym, retains a credential issued by

a different authority.

The technical principles of the scheme are as follows.

（1） QRn is the group of quadratic residues modulo an RSA

compositen. The compositen is public information, while the

prime factors ofn are secrets of an authority. In addition,a, b

andd are public elements ofQRn.

（2） A pseudonymp of a user is the element ofQRn such

that

p ≡ aαbβ mod n,

whereα andβ are secrets of the user.

（3） A credential that the authority generates is itsdigital

signatureto the pseudonymp. Precisely, the credential is a pair

(c, γ) such thatc ∈ QRn and

cγ ≡ pd ≡ aαbβd mod n

Consequently,γ is data such that only the authority can gen-

erate, whileα andβ are user secrets.

（4） The user presents a zero-knowledge proof of the fact

that it knowsα, β andγ satisfyingcγ ≡ aαbβd mod n. The

proof does not reveal anything buta, b, c, d andn.

Idemix [10] is an implementation of this scheme.

2. 3 Problems

At a glance, both group signatures and anonymous credentials

are applicable to unlinkable access control for ubiquitous com-

puting. However, they, in fact, involve some deficiencies to be

used for this purpose.

First, as previously stated, traceability of group signatures is

inappropriate for ubiquitous computing, since privacy of users

is always threatened by a mighty big brother, namely TGA. In

particular, we should note that, since TGA would grant access

rights to users, it is a potential enemies against whom users like

to protect their privacy the most.

Secondly, the schemes known the most efficient for group sig-

natures and anonymous credentials may not be efficient enough

to be effectively applied to access control for ubiquitous comput-

ing. Both the group signature scheme by Ateniese et al. [8] and

the anonymous credential scheme Camenisch et al. [9] requires

22-time execution of the modular exponentiation for a single

occurrence of anonymous verification. Since it is naturally pre-

sumed that authentication of access rights would be performed

much more frequently in ubiquitous computing, the efficiency

of the schemes of [8], [9] may not be sufficient.

In particular, it is strongly desirable thatcontinual authenti-

cationsubsequent to the initial authentication of access rights is

executed more efficiently. For example, a video rendering ser-

vice may be required to render contents only while authorized

persons are in front of the screen. To support the requirement,

the service must continually perform verification during render-

ing, and the resulted overhead would reduce the CPU capability

that the service can allocate to decoding video signals.

3. Requirements for ubiquitous access control

3. 1 Requirements recognized so far

The discussion so far makes us recognize the following re-

quirements.

Unlinkability It is impossible to determine whether two inde-

pendent access events were performed by a single user. This

logically implies anonymity of access events. In addition, un-

linkability between events of granting access rights and a conse-

quent access is also required.

Consensual open The identity of an accessing user is revealed,

if, and only if, the user gives her explicit consent to the reveal.

Verifier authentication Only authorized verifier can execute

verification of users’ access rights and consequent operations

including rendering of services.

Efficiency Authentication of users’ access rights can be exe-

cuted efficiently enough assuming that the number of times of

accesses would drastically increase in ubiquitous computing. In

particular, it is desirable that continual authentication is much

more efficient than the initial authentication.

In the rest of this section, we attempt to recognize the remain-

ing requirements for ubiquitous access control. Each occurrence

of access control consists of two principal phases: access rights

of a user requesting an access is authenticated; and then the ac-

cess rules accompanying the authenticated access rights are ex-

ecuted. In the following clauses, we identify the requirements

for each phase.

3. 2 Requirements in authenticating access rights

Requirements for general authentication have been clearly
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recognized, and they also apply to authentication of access

rights, since there is no essential difference between authenti-

cation of identities and that of access rights [11]. Therefore, we

can identify the following 4 requirements.

Completeness A user who received access rights through au-

thorized procedures successes in proving her access rights.

Soundness Without access rights issued through authorized

procedures, nobody is able to prove his access rights.

Non-transferability A user cannot transfer her access rights to

others.

Revocability A granting entity of access rights is capable of re-

voking access rights ever issued. Once access rights are revoked,

the holding user of the access rights can no longer succeed in

proving the revoked access rights.

3. 3 Requirements in executing access rules

The most significant difference of access control from authen-

tication of identities is that access rights are necessarily accom-

panied by access rules.

Enforcement of access rules At the same time of authentica-

tion of access rights, the integrity of the accompanying access

rules is to be verified. And then the verifying entity executes the

access rules.

Authorized change of access rules Access rules are dynamic.

Hence, access rules may contain rules to change themselves (e.g.

one-time or consumable access rights).

In ubiquitous computing, we cannot always assume that the

entity that granted access rights as well as access rules can con-

trol change of the access rules after the issuance, since authenti-

cation of the access rights and the consequent change of the ac-

cess rules are executed off-line from the granting entity. There-

fore, it is necessary that only authorized verifiers are capable

of changing the access rules in the way specified in the access

rules.

3. 4 Conclusion of Section 3.

As stated above, we have identified the following 10 re-

quirements for ubiquitous access control. (1)completeness, (2)

soundness, (3) non-transferability, (4) revocability, (5) enforce-

ment of access rules, (6) authorized change of access rules, (7)

unlinkability, (8) consensual open, (9) verifier authentication,

and (10)efficiency. In Section 4., we will present a sketch of a

scheme of access control protocols that supports the identified

requirements.

4. The proposed scheme

4. 1 Players

The access control protocol presented in this section is de-

signed assuming 4 players:User Agent(UA), Service Provider

(SP) Service Provider Agent(SP-A), and Service Appliance

(SA). It is also assumed that these players are totally indepen-

dent of each other and any two of them independently determine

whether to trust each other only based on their mutual agree-

ment.

SP-A SP-Ais a monolithic module existing in a computing device

that a user carries.SP-Ahelps the user to gain and prove

her access rights to services and at the same time prevents

her from abusing the access rights.

UA Any instance ofUA is a module also existing in the user’s

computing device, and is under the full control of the user.

UA plays the role of supervisingSP-Aso thatSP-Adoes

not leak any data that breaks unlinkability.

SP SPis an owner of services and is the only entity eligible to

grant users access rights to the services.SPcommunicates

with SP-Avia UAto grant access rights.

SA SA is a software program, device, apparatus and the like

ubiquitously existing in the environment, and renders ser-

vices on behalf ofSP. SAcommunicates withSP-Avia UA

to verify access rights granted to the user who carriesSP-A.

In particular, the relation betweenUA andSP-Ais designed

based on thewallet-with-observer model[12]. Therefore,SP-A

(observer) is a tamper resistant module, configured so that all

the communication with the outside goes throughUA (wallet).

The deployment of this model is appropriate for the following

reasons.

• The requirement of non-transferability is desirable to

be realized using prevention technologies instead of after-the-

fact technologies. This is partly because the effectiveness of

non-transferability due to after-the-fact technologies is doubt-

ful when it is applied to very important services and resources.

From a performance point of view, after-the-fact technologies

are in general less efficient. For example,all-or-nothing non-

transferabilitypresented in [9] is known to require impractical

amount of computation to execute it.

• The requirement of verifier authentication requires exis-

tence of an agent playing on behalf ofSP at the user’s point

because of the off-line scenario (3. 3). Otherwise,SAand the

user may collude with each other to cheatSP.

4. 2 Phases

The execution of the protocols of this paper is comprised of

the following 3 phases.

a ) Identifying services

SPgenerates a public key pair and assigns it to a service that

it intends to provide to users. Access rights to the service is ver-

ified using the public key of the key pair (service public key),

while SPuses the private key (service private key) to grant ac-

cess rights to users.

b ) Granting access rights

On request from a user,SPmathematically transforms the re-

quested public private key toAccess ID(4. 3. 2), and issues it to

the requesting user. The transformation is one-time and one-way

with a trap door.

c ) Verifying access rights

For unlinkable proof of access rights, a user (i.e. UA) presents
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AnonymizedAccess ID (4. 3. 3) toSA. For consensual open, Ac-

cess ID is presented instead of Anonymized Access ID.SAver-

ifies the user’s access rights using the service public key and

(Anonymized) Access ID.

4. 3 Protocol specification

4. 3. 1 Notations

In the rest of this section, the following notation will be used.

GT A DLP-hard additive groups used for granting ac-

cess rights. DLP-hardness is the property that solving

A
GT
= xB in x is intractable.

GS A DLP-hard additive groups used for verifying access

rights.

x
GT
= y x andy are identical with each other inGT .

GT (GS ) The base element inGT (GS , resp.) with ordersnT

(nS , resp.)

(T, τ) A public key pair ofSP-Asuch thatT
GT
= τGT .

(S, σ) A service public key pair such thatS
GS
= σGS .

(A, α) A public key pair ofSAsuch thatA
GS
= αGS

π(x) A bijection that transformsx of GT or GS to a fixed-

length bit string.

ω(x) A pseudo random function, which takes a variably

long bit string as input and outputs a bit string of a

fixed length. Pseudo-randomness implies being one-

way and collision-free.

µ(key, x) A secure MAC generation (verification) function.

4. 3. 2 Access ID

Access ID is data thatSPissues to a user as representation of

the access right that it grants to the user. Access ID, denoted by

aid, is generated through cooperation betweenSPandSP-A. In

fact,aid is the private keyσ assigned to theServicemasked with

a random secretk shared betweenSPandSP-A.

aid = σ − k mod nS .

4. 3. 3 Anonymized Access ID

UA may anonymize Access ID when requested to present it to

SA. The anonymized form of Access ID, denoted byanm, is Ac-

cess IDaid masked with a random secretρ ∈ [0, nS) generated

by UA.

anm= aid− ρ mod nS

4. 4 Primitive protocols

The protocols of this paper are comprised of the following

primitive protocols.

Primitive protocol Unlinkable Non-anonymous

Rights granting
√

Rights verification
√ √

Rights consumption
√ √

Rights update
√ √

Rights revocation
√ √

Key transfer
√ √

Continual rights verification
√ √

4. 4. 1 Unlinkable rights granting protocol

Figure 1 depicts the unlinkable rights granting protocol. In the

protocol,SPandSP-Ashares a secretk according to theunilat-

eral version of the MQV (Menezes-Qu-Vanstone) key sharing

protocol [13]. The public keyT used in the key sharing repre-

sents a group ofSP-Aand every member of the group shares

the same(T, τ). What SP presumes fromT is only whether

the implementation ofSP-Aof the group is accredited to clear

certain safety criteria. SinceT belongs to a group ofSP-A, SP

cannot distinguish between instances ofSP-Afrom T . In addi-

tion, sinceUA randomly generatesεU , EU uniformly distributes

overGT . This is the reason why the rights granting protocol is

unlinkable.

On the other hand, only the instance ofSP-Athat knowsεT

andεU can actually calculatek. Therefore, the attack where ma-

liciousSP-A’s are programmed to generate commonεT to share

k between them is not effective.

The data∗ denotes a hash value ofaccess rulesaccompany-

ing aid, while the data# does an identifier ofaid to be specified

in Rights Revocation List. Both of them are bound toaid in a

manner such that, if they are changed after the issue bySP, SA

always fails in verification ofaid or anmderived from it.

4. 4. 2 Unlinkable rights verifying protocol

Figure 2 depicts the unlinkable rights verifying protocol.SA

verifies the responser received fromUA by Eq. (1).

rGS
GS= ω(π(W ) | c | ∗)(S − anmGS) + W (1)

The protocols presented in Figure 2 – 5 are designed based

on the signature scheme derived from the Schnorr identifica-

tion scheme [14], which is known to beperfect ZKIP (zero-

knowledge interactive proof). Soundness of the protocols is to

non-malleability of the underlying signature scheme — even if

an attacker is so strong that he can exploit the signer as a signing

oracle, he cannot generate signatures to new messages.

Unlinkability of this protocol is proved as follows.

If UA successfully verifiesr′, then unlinkability is derived

from the fact that the protocol is ZKIP: new knowledge thatSA

can acquire from the transcript of the communication withUA is

only anm, which uniformly distributes over[0, nS) due to ran-

domw′′ ∈R [0, nS).

If UA fails in verification ofr′, SAonly acquires two indepen-

dent random numberanmandW .

Also, since(W, r) is a digital signature toc | ∗ verifiable by

the public keyS − anmGS , SPcan verify the integrity of the

data∗ in the sense that the data∗ thatSP-Areceives is identical

with the data∗ thatSPused to calculateaid and the data∗ that

SAsent toSP-Avia UA.

4. 4. 3 Non-anonymous rights verifying protocol

Figure 3 depicts the non-anonymous rights verifying protocol.
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The differences from the unlinkable counterpart are as follows.

• The messages exchanged betweenSA and SP-A pass

throughUA as they were when generated.

• SP-Acalculatesa asω(π(W ) | c | key).

Sincekey is a secret betweenSAandSP-A, SAcan verifyr

based onaid, but UA cannot presentanm instead ofaid: UA

must changer in order to makeSAsucceed in verification ofr

based onanm, but cannot sinceUA doesn’t knowa.

4. 4. 4 Unlinkable and non-anonymous rights consumption

protocols

The unlinkable and non-anonymous rights consumption pro-

tocols are respectively the same as the linkable and non-

anonymous rights verification protocols except:

• after receiving r from UA, SA sends eithere3 =

µ(key, success ) or e3 = µ(key, fail ) depending on whether

SAsucceeded in verifyingr;

• SP-Aerasesk from its internal database, if, and only if,

it successfully verifiese3 = µ(key, success ).

Erasingk means thatSP-Acan no longer generate valid re-

sponsesr, and thereforeUA cannot generate a proof of posses-

sion ofaid any more.

4. 4. 5 Unlinkable and non-anonymous rights update proto-

cols

Figure 4 depicts the unlinkable version of the rights update

protocol. The differences from the anonymous rights consump-

tion protocol is as follows:

• SAcalculates and sends∗̄, which is a hash of the updated

access rules;

• SP-Adefinesa = ω(π(W ) | c | ∗ | ∗̄) and calculatesr′

based ona;

• If e3 asserts thatSAsucceeded in verifyingr, SP-Agen-

erates new random̄k and calculates∆ = µ(k, ∗) − µ(k̄, ∗̄).
Further,SP-Aerasesk to revokeaid.

The newaid that UA calculates byaid + ∆ mod nS is ac-

companied bȳ∗, which is a hash of the updated access rules.

Since(W, r) is a digital signature toc | ∗ | ∗̄, if UA altered∗̄,
SAwould fail in verifying r and thenSP-Awould not calculate

∆.

4. 4. 6 Unlinkable and non-anonymous key transfer proto-

cols

Key transfer is the feature forSPto transfer a secret key toSA

so thatSAreceives it, if, and only if,SAsucceeds in verifying

the possession ofk by SP-AandSP-Asucceeds in authenticat-

ing SA. The function of key transfer makes supporting of the

requirement of verifier authentication more assured, for exam-

ple, in a case where the service contents are encrypted by the

key to be transferred.

Let K denote the key thatSPintends to transfer toSA. K sat-

isfiesK
GS= κS, whereκ ∈R [0, nS) is a random number that

SPgenerates. For the transfer,SPissuesL
GS= κGS to SA, and

SArecapturesK through the protocol.

Figure 5 depicts the linkable key transfer protocol.

In performing the protocol,SA shall not send the rawL,

sinceUA could also revealK. Instead,SA selects a random

λ ∈ [0, nS), and then sendsC
GS= λL to UA. On receipt

of R from UA, SA recapturesK by (λ−1 mod nS)K′, since

K′ GS= anm· C + R
GS= σC

GS= λκS.

To supports unlinkability,UA shall verify thatR′ is identi-

cal with µ(k, ∗)C without knowingµ(k, ∗). Otherwise,SP-A

could send arbitrary data, which may reveal the identity of the

user. For this purpose, we deploys the well known technique for

investigating a decisional Diffie-Hellman tuple, and henceUA

verifies Eq. (2).

V
GS= x(S − aid ·GS) + yR′ (2)

In fact, if Eq. (2) holds, the equationlogGS
V ≡ µ(k, ∗)x +(

logGS
R′

)
y mod nS holds. On the other hand,U

GS= xGS +

yC implies the equationlogGS
U = x+λκy. Therefore, unless

logGS
R′ ≡ λκµ(k, ∗) mod nS , only a single(x, y) out ofn2

S

candidates makes both of the equations hold. Apparently, the

probability that this case happens is vanishingly small.

The rest of the proof of unlinkability of the unlinkable key

transfer protocol is the same as that of the unlinkable rights ver-

ification protocol.

4. 4. 7 Unlinkable and non-anonymous rights revocation

protocols

To support revocability, it suffices thatSPsendsRights Re-

vocation List, which specifies a list of the# identifiers ofaid’s

to be revoked, andSP-Aerasesk corresponding to the entries of

the list. To prevent the list from being tampered,SP-Acalculates

r′ so that(W, r′) is a signature of data containing the list.

4. 5 Conclusion of Section 4.

The protocols presented above supports all the requirements

presented in Section 3.. In fact, (3) non-transferability is due to

the design thatSP-Asecurely reserves secretk shared withSP.

The requirements (1), (2) and (4) to (10) are supported due to

the functionalities of the primitive protocols.

Protocols (1) (2) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Anonymous version
√

Non-anonymous version
√

Rights verification
√ √ √ √

Rights consumption
√

Rights update
√

Key transfer
√

Rights revocation
√

(1) Completeness (2) Soundness (4) Revocability

(5) Enforcement of access rights

(6) Authorized change of access rules (7) Unlinkability

(8) Consensual open (9) Verifier authentication

With respect to efficiency (10), our protocols are more effi-

cient than the schemes by [8] and [15]. In fact, our anonymous
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rights verification protocol require 6-time execution of the scalar

multiplication on an elliptic curve, while the scheme [8] or [15]

does 22-time execution of the modular exponentiation.

In addition, continual authentication can be efficiently exe-

cuted usingkeyshared betweenSAandSP-Aat the initial exe-

cution of the protocol.
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SP UA SP-A

εT ∈R [0, nT )
ET←− ET

GT
= εT GT .

εU ∈R [0, nT )

EU

GT
= εU GT + ET

εP ∈R [0, nT )
EU←−

EP

GT
= εP GT

k′ = π(εP (EU + ĒU T ))

k = µ(k′, #)

aid = σ − µ(k, ∗) mod n
aid,∗−→ Storeaid and∗.

EP ,#
−→ −→

EP ,#,εU−→ EU

GS
= (εU + εT )GS

k′ = π((εU + εT + ĒU τ)EP )

k = µ(k′, #)

Storek and #.

Fig. 1 Rights granting protocol

SA UA SP-A

ρ ∈R [0, nS)

anm= aid− ρ mod nS

c ∈R [0, nS)
anm←−

e0 = ω(c)
e0−→ −→ e0−→ w′ ∈R [0, nS)

W ′
←− W ′ GS

= w′GS

w′′ ∈R [0, nS)

W
GS
= w′′GS + W ′

key= ω(π(αW )|c) W←−
e1 = ω(key)

c,e1,∗−→
c,e1,∗,w′′−→ key= ω(π((w′ + w′′)A)|c)

Unlesse0 ande1 are valid, abort the ses-
sion.

W
GS
= W ′ + w′′GS

a = ω(π(W )|c|∗) mod nS

r′←− r′ = aµ(k, ∗) + w′ + w′′ mod

nS

Unlessr′ is valid, abort the session.
a = ω(π(W )|c|∗) mod nS

r = r′ + aρ mod nS

Unlessr is valid, abort the session.
r←−

Fig. 2 Anonymous rights verifying protocol
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SA UA SP-A
aid←−

c ∈R [0, nS), e0 = ω(c)
e0−→ −→ e0−→

key= ω(π(αW )|c) W←− ←− W←− w ∈R [0, nS), W
GS
= wGS

e1 = ω(key)
c,e1,x−→ −→ c,e1,x−→ key= ω(π(wA)|c)

Unlesse0 ande1 are valid, abort the ses-
sion.
a = ω(π(W )|c|key) mod nS

r = aµ(k, ∗) + w mod nS

Unlessr ande2 are valid, abort the ses-
sion.

r←− ←− r←−

Fig. 3 Non-anonymous rights verifying protocol

SA UA SP-A

The same as the rights authentication protocol.

e1 = ω(key)
c,e1,∗,∗̄−→

c,e1,∗,∗̄,w′′−→ key= ω(π((w′ + w′′)A′′)|c)
Unlesse0 ande1 are valid, abort the ses-
sion.

W
GS
= W ′ + w′′GS

a = ω(π(W )|c| ∗ |∗̄) mod nS

r′←− r′ = aµ(k, ∗) + w′ mod nS

Unlessr′ is valid, abort the session.
a = ω(π(W )|c| ∗ |∗̄) mod nS

r = r′ + aρ + w′′ mod nS

Unlessr is valid, abort the session.
r←−

e3 = µ(key, 1)
e3−→ −→ e3−→ Unlesse3 is valid, reject the session.

Erasek from Key Registry.
Generate new random̄k and store it in
Key Registry.

∆←− ∆ = µ(k, ∗)− µ(k̄, ∗̄) mod nS

Replaceaid with aid + ∆

Fig. 4 Anonymous rights update protocol

SA UA SP-A

ρ ∈R [0, nS)

anm= aid− ρ mod nS

c ∈R [0, nS)
anm←−

e0 = ω(c)
e0−→ −→ e0−→ w′ ∈R [0, nS)

W ′
←− W ′ GS

= w′GS

w′′ ∈R [0, nS)

W
GS
= w′′GS + W ′

key= ω(π(αW )|c) W←−
e1 = ω(key)

c,C,e1,∗−→
x, y ∈ [0, nS)

U
GS
= xGS + yC

c,e1,∗,w′′,C,U−→ key= ω(π((w′ + w′′)A)|c)
Unlesse0 ande1 are valid, abort the ses-
sion.

R′
GS
= µ(k, ∗)C

V
GS
= µ(k, ∗)U

a = ω(π(W )|c|∗) mod nS

r′,R′,V←− r′ = aµ(k, ∗) + w′ + w′′ mod

nS

Unlessr′ andR′ are valid,
abort the session.

a = ω(π(W )|c|∗) mod nS

r = r′ + aρ mod nS

R
GS
= R′ + ρC

Unlessr is valid, abort the session.
r,R←−

K′
GS
= anm· C + R

Fig. 5 Key transfer protocol
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